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Motivation 
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 Observations with random noise 

Regression matrix 

 Typically                 seriously underdetermined 

 Objective: Given y and X find the sparse       

 Many practical signals are inherently parsimonious 

 Sparse high-dimensional signal  

i.i.d noise 



Variable selection via LASSO 
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 Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) 

Q: What are the necessary and sufficient conditions on (n,p,k) 

 Possible (or impossible) to ensure                         ,  

 More ambitiously  
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Observations 



Road ahead 

 Optimality and uniqueness conditions  

 Guarantees for deterministic regression matrix 

 Achievability 

 Inachievability 

 Guarntees for random (Gaussian) regression matrix 

 Achieveability 

 Inachievability 
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Optimality conditions  
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 Convex non-smooth objective function 

 Subgradient  

 Lemma 1:     is an optimal solution of LASSO iff  Ǝ                      s.t. 



Uniqueness 
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    unique optimal   

 Lemma 2:  If  

1)                        invertible, and  

2) The subgradient     satisfies                                  , then    is the 

unique optimal solution of the LASSO problem. 

 Proof …  



Primal-dual witness construction 
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Q: If there exists a valid primal-dual witness (PDW) pair            s.t. 

   is the unique optimal solution with                       ? 

 

 Candidate primal variable 

 Candidate dual variable 



PDW success 
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Lemma 3: Suppose that              invertible. 

 

1) If                        , then      unique optimal solution w/  

 

2) If                        ,                     , then    unique optimal w/  

 

3) If either                       or                       , then LASSO fails. 

 LASSO has a unique optimal solution with correct signed support if and 

only if PDW construction succeeds. 



Existence of a valid PDW 
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     Lemma 4: If               invertible, 

     a)                      iff 

    

     b)                          iff   



Deterministic X 
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 Incoherence conditions 

A1)  

A2)  

               i.i.d. sub-guassian with parameter   

 Any r.v. with strongly log-concave density … 



Achievability result 
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  Theorem 1: Assume that A1) and A2) hold, and                                    . If  

   Then, w.p.  

  a)      is the unique optimal sol. of LASSO w/                       , and 

  b) In addition, if                       , then   

 Remark:  n=O(k log(p)) 



Inachievability result 
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 Mutual incoherence essential for signed support recovery 

  Theorem 2: Assume that A2 holds, and noise is symmetric.                              .  

  a) If A1 is violated, i.e.,                                                                        , then 

  b) If                       for some         , where   

   then,                                        . 



Proof sketch (Theorem 1) 
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 Strict dual-feasibility:  

Step 1) Describe the r.v.  

Step 2) Tail bound + union bound  



Cont’d  
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  bounded      - norm (                                         ) 

Step 1) Describe the r.v.  

Step 2) Tail bound + union bound  
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 Part (a): Assume that                                  

Proof sketch (Theorem 2) 

 Part (b): Assume that                              

W.L.O.G. suppose   



Random Gaussian X 
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 Observation model  

w/ i.i.d rows  

 Incoherence conditions 

B1) 

B2) 

B3) 

                



Achievability result 
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 For large     , need   

  Theorem 3: If B1 and B2 hold, and (n,p,k) satisfy  

a)     is the unique sol. of LASSO w/  

b) If                         , then                            , and  

for some             then, w.h.p 



Inachievability result 
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  Theorem 3: If B1-B3 hold, and (n,p,k) satisfy  

then, w.h.p. no solution of LASSO has the correct signed support. 

 For large       LASSO fails for  

 For small       noise dominates the signal  LASSO fails  

 For uniform Gaussian                 

 Noiseless case (BP):                       


